LANGURE Jr. Fellows are doctoral students, typically at NC State University, who are full members of the LANGURE initiative. They receive a $1,000 stipend. The responsibilities are:

- Enroll in PHI 816, "Introduction to Research Ethics;"
- Draft a module with your Sr. Fellow on "The Three Most Important Ethical Issues in Research in {our field}.",
- Draft 12-15 multiple choice questions testing knowledge of the most important points in the module;
- Identify a 1-page narrative of an individual engaged in excellent research from one's NC State department (the "hero"), plus the hero's web page (or an article about them with a picture);
- Identify a 1-page narrative about a researcher in one's field caught in research misconduct (the "heel")--not from any of LANGURE's institutions;
- Identify the URLs for the ethical codes of the professional organizations students in your discipline are most likely eventually to join;
- Present the module in departmental seminars as appropriate;
- If available, present your module at, and participate in the planning and execution of, the LANGURE national conference at NC State, April 12-14, 2007.

The Fellowship begins upon signing the contract and ends when the responsibilities are fulfilled.
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